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Introduction
Project profitability suffers when businesses lack real-time information. 
All too often essential data is held and managed by separate departments 
meaning that bottlenecks, absence and poor cross-business software 
integration slow even the simplest processes down.

Are you aware of costs in/out during the project compared to your original 
budget? Do you find billing is often completed but the project is on-going? 
If so, you need a system that tracks all budgeting activity, from projected to 
actual spend, that you can dip in and out of at any given moment. If your costs 
in/out are always visible, they’re always controllable.

Added to which, decision makers aren’t always aware of what’s happening 
in each project until it’s too late. Because delays to data entry mean time and 
money are not assigned accurately – and often not at all until the project has 
been completed. Billing and cash flow are at best patchy, at worst error-strewn.

Visibility: it’s all in the detail
There are four key areas that, properly supported, can boost profit, increase 
efficiency and give you absolute visibility of all your projects at every stage:

1. Resource scheduling

2. Procurement

3. Time & expense management

4. Billing.

With all these, the importance of real-time data capture cannot be emphasised 
enough: how else can you oversee projects with total confidence – and catch 
them well before they overrun. We’ll show you some simple software changes 
that will ensure you never lose sight of your profit margin again.

SEE DEMO

https://www.theaccessgroup.com/
https://pages.theaccessgroup.com/solutions_finance-accounting-software_demo-request.html
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Using technology to manage profitability

1. RESOURCE SCHEDULING

Having complete control of your project isn’t just about having the right 
resources; it’s about utilising them in the most expedient way. That could mean 
selecting by location, skill or even charge rates. With an integrated software 
scheduler, you can see all your resources and deploy them by the criteria you 
choose. You can also keep track of what you are expecting to spend on each 
resource, keeping tabs on spend versus budget at every stage of your project.

With a central pool of real-time calendars, you can consolidate your data so that 
you see everything – from person to project – on one screen.

 Right people performing the right job – according to skill set, availability

 Real-time information – view current projects, absence, skill sets, 
and charge rates

 Full calendar views - reduce white space in calendars, consolidate 
appointments by location and avoid double booking

 Activities completed – don’t miss billing opportunities.

Knowledge is power. With all the information at your fingertips you can 
deploy the right resources on the right project with absolute confidence. 
Your profitability will soar as you waste less time planning, switching between 
calendars and spreadsheets and spend your precious time matching skills to 
jobs with ultimate precision.

2. PROCUREMENT

Look for a system that gives you visibility and control of project costs, so you 
can see (and assess) their impact on the project immediately. As with resource 
scheduling, it’s about live data capture – knowing what’s been ordered, by whom 
and for what – at the click of a button.

There are also systems that enable your business teams to work collaboratively 
and concurrently, as opposed to waiting for approval systems and processes by 
department or person. You should be able to tailor your working patterns to help 
ease bottlenecks and speed up approval chains.

One example would be enabling staff outside of finance to raise purchase orders 
– with your pre-determined approval system automatically set-up to make sure 
nothing gets through without the right people seeing what they need to.

 Raise Purchase Orders outside of finance

 See full order history – who ordered, who needs to approve, where it is

 Automatic alerts that warn decision makers what’s happening

 Allow staff to manage their own procurement (with appropriate privileges).

This level of control will keep your costs down and protect your projects from 
rogue purchases.

SEE DEMO

https://www.theaccessgroup.com/
https://pages.theaccessgroup.com/solutions_finance-accounting-software_demo-request.html
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3. TIME & EXPENSE MANAGEMENT

Capture time and expense information in the quickest and easiest way for 
your business. If you’re struggling with late or inaccurate timesheets give your 
employees a simple, accessible system that allows them to record their activities 
however suits them.

Whether from the desktop or via mobile app – make sure you’re getting the full 
picture of who is working on which project.

Plus you can pre-populate data, making it as easy as possible for your teams to 
update. With expense information, this saves a huge amount of time and effort 
manually going through any backlog of credit card statements and receipts.

Each transaction can then be passed through an authorisation procedure or 
pre-ordained purchase controls so they can be assigned correctly. 
You can also set maximum values that can be spent.

 Accurate data: who is working on what/time billed

 Control mileage rates

 Company credit cards details are pre-populated – no re-keying, 
realtime entry

 Remote input

 No hidden costs – all costs known as they occur

 Keep tabs on your budget – monitor expected levels of invoicing.

Once you have the system in place, you’ll save time entering and re-keying data 
and have a real-time picture of time/cost against project at every stage. Because 
the processes are automated, human error and time delays are reduced – giving 
you absolute confidence and a true picture of your project costs as they occur.

SEE DEMO

https://www.theaccessgroup.com/
https://pages.theaccessgroup.com/solutions_finance-accounting-software_demo-request.html
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4. BILLING

Billing must be both fast and accurate if you’re to keep the cash flowing. 
Traditional admin-heavy processes slow the system down, creating bottlenecks 
and resulting in errors in billing that are at best an embarrassment and at worst a 
loss of valuable income.

This is especially true when the billing process relies on varied systems 
and separate departments suffering from a lack of software integration and 
cross-department visibility. Plus manually updating separate spreadsheets can 
lead to errors – errors that are often missed.

Your software should help streamline and contain your billing, but also have the 
flexibility to change according to the type of billing and the level of approval 
required. You should also be able to budget for your billing – and see how 
it compares to your projected figures. That way, you can monitor your costs 
compared to budget and stop situations where the billing is complete, but the 
project is on-going.

 Flexibility – by fixed price, milestone, phased/stage

 View by project – what is happening in real time

 See billing at every stage (e.g. half way through project for reevaluation)

 Automated alerts to generate invoices by date/stage/completion

 Automated revenue recognition (percentage complete, cost to complete, 
hours to complete or bespoke values set by you).

Find a system that lets you create and convert estimates and quotations into live 
sales orders: fast. You should be able to calculate staged payments and set up 
alerts that ensure you collect funds on time. Your system should also allow your 
project managers to raise invoices directly, without having to go through the 
finance department – keeping projects moving and costs visible to the business.

SEE DEMO

https://www.theaccessgroup.com/
https://pages.theaccessgroup.com/solutions_finance-accounting-software_demo-request.html
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Complete project control = perfect profit protection
Imagine using a system that takes all the information you have – and turns it into 
a complete, precise, live project overview. With one screen, one system and one 
data set, you’ll never have to wait for updates to come in from separate systems 
or rely on manual processing again. Whatever stage your project is at, it’s all there 
for you to see and manage.

There are intelligent software solutions out there that can help:

 deliver projects to customers on time and within budget

 win more business through outstanding service

 manage and streamline utilisation

 reduce costs and protect margins

 ease processes (cash flow, document management, billing)

 allow seamless integration (one solution, end-to-end)

 linking processes and actions (alerts and visibility)

 give you absolute visibility.

CONSOLIDATION ACROSS DEPARTMENT, SYSTEM, BUSINESS

True consolidation means everyone can see the same information at the 
same time (subject to privileges and privacies where you see fit to add them). 
A seamless software system will allow, for example, a project manager to have a 
conversation with the FD looking at the same information from separate locations. 
Crucially, this information is live and true – not collated from historical reports run 
from different areas of the business.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT WITH PERFECT PRECISION

If you have one central system – end-to-end, cross-department – you could 
literally save hours searching, filing and retrieving relevant information. Imagine 
being able to upload information as it happens, from where it happens, and 
create a faultless audit trail of jobs that helps you learn from the projects you’ve 
completed and plan better for the ones you’re commencing. Use history to inform 
strategy at the touch of a button.

Visibility of your projects should also encompass tighter control of your project 
progress, showing which members of staff are on which project at all times so 
you can reprioritise time and resources at any time to ensure you stay profitable 
and on track.

SEE DEMO

https://www.theaccessgroup.com/
https://pages.theaccessgroup.com/solutions_finance-accounting-software_demo-request.html
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We can help
We believe in and develop fully end-to-end solutions that allow you to work 
centrally, access remotely and bring all your data and details into one system.

Our solutions provide efficient capture of time, expenses and project information 
from both remote and office-based staff whilst allowing you to track profitability 
and respond flexibly to clients’ needs.

Imagine a system where client billing and income recognition process is 
entirely automated with detailed WIP and cost-to-complete analysis available on 
demand. We are confident that our solution is ideal for all professional service 
organisations: from architects and surveyors to advertising and design agencies, 
as well as consultancy and engineering firms.

Further information
If you would like to know more call us on 0845 075 6000 or visit our website 
www.theaccessgroup.com/finance

By streamlining things we can now react much quicker to 
what’s important and the knock on effect is greater productivity.

Julian Coyne, 
Financial Controller, British Pipeline Agency

There used to be nothing coming into the business for three weeks, 
then a big influx of cash. We are now getting the invoices out 
quicker and it has helped with cash flow.

Peter Barlow, Systems Accountant, RSK

Read the full 
case study here

Read the full 
case study here

SEE DEMO

https://www.theaccessgroup.com/
www.theaccessgroup.com/finance
http://www.theaccessgroup.com/finance/resources/case-studies/british-pipeline-agency/
http://www.theaccessgroup.com/finance/resources/case-studies/rsk/
https://pages.theaccessgroup.com/solutions_finance-accounting-software_demo-request.html
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About Access Financials

Access Financials helps finance teams see the bigger picture, bringing your people, data 
and software together with a single solution that grows with you, giving you one true view 
of your business. With a single sign on combine powerful finance, project accounting 
and procurement software together with your sales, services and operations - increase 
productivity, make decisions that matter and maximise your profitability. Cut through 
complexity with the most scalable, innovative, integrated and easy to use solution for your 
business, people and customers.

Over 3000 project and service-based organisations use our software to win new business, 
manage their finances, empower their staff and deliver projects on time and within budget.

About Access

Founded in 1991, Access has over 20 years’ experience in providing vertically focused 
industry specific software solutions. Proud recipients of ‘The Sunday Times Best Companies 
to Work For 2016’ award, our team of over 1000 employees provide an outstanding service 
with a personal touch.
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